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Lexington Public Schools Elementary ELL Report Card: Grade 1 
 
Student Name: _______________________    Grade: ______    ELL Teacher: ______________________   School Year: _______ 
 
M - Indicates that the student consistently and independently demonstrates mastery of/proficiency in the standard. 
P - Indicates that the student is progressing toward consistent and independent mastery of/proficiency in the standard. 
B - Indicates that the student is beginning to progress toward the standard with additional time and support. 
N - Indicates that the student is not yet demonstrating progress toward the standard. 
/ - Standard not addressed at this time. 
 

Listening Term 
1 

Term 
2 

Level 

Follows one-step directions with visual support   
1 

Entering 
Understands single statements or questions   
Understands language associated with routines   

Follows two-step directions with visual support   
2 

Emerging 
Understands a series of oral statements   
Understands social language and basic academic vocabulary   

Follows multi-step directions with visual support    
3 

Developing 
 

Understands general social studies, science, and math vocabulary   
Understands simple academic discussions with some clarification   

Follows multi-step directions without visual support   
4 

Expanding 
Understands specific social studies, science, and math vocabulary   
Understands longer academic discussions with minimal clarification   

Understands grade level content vocabulary and complex expressions (e.g. 
compare/contrast, cause/effect) 

  
5 

Bridging 
Understands grade level academic discussions   

Speaking Term 
1 

Term 
2 

Level 

Repeats simple words, phrases, and memorized chunks of language   
1 

Entering 
Identifies and names everyday objects and numbers   
Speaks using single words and/or phrases   

Shares social and basic academic information   
2 

Emerging 
Uses basic repetitive grammar patterns in social and academic situations (e.g. “What is 
this?” “I like…”) 

  

Speaks using phrases and sentences (e.g. to describe pictures, events, or processes)   

Retells important events of a story, process, or experience   

3 
Developing 

Uses general social studies, science, and math vocabulary   

Uses conjunctions or transitions to connect ideas (e.g. or, because, next)   
Asks and answers questions   

Retells important events of a story, process, or experience with details   
4 

Expanding 
Uses specific social studies, science, and math vocabulary   
Uses expanded and some complex sentences with few errors   

Explains in detail mathematical strategies and scientific observations and conclusions   

5 
Bridging 

Uses multiple, complex sentences that have organized, coherent ideas with few to no 
errors 

  

Uses grade level content vocabulary and complex expressions (e.g. compare/contrast, 
cause/effect) 
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Reading Term 
1 

Term 
2 

Level 

Identifies letter names and sounds   
1 

Entering 
Recognizes simple written words and symbols   
Uses illustrations, diagrams, and background knowledge to create meaning   

Reads familiar phrases and simple sentences    
2 

Emerging 
Recognizes sight words and basic content vocabulary that have been taught in context   
Uses letter-sound patterns and word analysis skills to decode words   

Reads short stories and passages that contain some academic vocabulary    
3 

Developing 
Identifies and sequences the key events and information in a text   
Makes predictions and connections   

Reads extended texts with academic vocabulary and expanded sentences   
4 

Expanding 
Identifies characteristics of fiction and nonfiction (e.g. characters, setting, table of 
contents) 

  

Uses strategies to determine the meaning of unknown words or phrases   

Reads grade level fiction and nonfiction texts in a variety of genres with purpose and 
understanding 

  
5 

Bridging Differentiates between fact and opinion   
Summarizes important ideas and details of fiction and nonfiction text   

Writing Term 
1 

Term 
2 

Level 

Writes his/her name independently   
1 

Entering 
Draws a picture to communicate   
Labels objects, numbers, pictures, or diagrams from word/phrase banks   
Copies text from a model with support   

Uses graphic organizers and sentence frames   
2 

Emerging 
Uses letter-sound knowledge to write words   
Writes simple phrases and sentences to describe his/her drawing with support   

Writes grade level sight words independently   
3 

Developing 
Writes simple and some expanded sentences   
Writes simple expository or narrative text using general academic vocabulary    
Begins sentences with capital letters and ends with punctuation   

Uses resources and grade level spelling patterns to write   
4 

Expanding 
Writes compound and some complex sentences with some grammatical errors   
Uses specific academic vocabulary   

Writes narrative, expository, and persuasive texts using grade-level discourse, structure, 
and organization 

  

5 
Bridging Writes complex sentences with few grammatical errors   

Uses grade level content vocabulary and complex expressions (e.g. compare/contrast, 
cause/effect) 

  

 
4 - Student consistently demonstrates this skill 
3 - Student demonstrates this skill most of the time 
2 - Student demonstrates this skill some of the time 
1 - Student requires on-going intervention to develop this skill 
 

Pro-Social Skills Term 1 Term 2 
Listens attentively   
Takes learning risks   
Demonstrates initiative   
Displays a positive attitude towards learning   
Adjusts to transitions and changes in routine   
Regulates behavior appropriately   
Uses tools and resources to support learning   
Seeks help when needed   
Puts effort into his/her work   
Works independently   



 
3 

Respects classmates and teachers   

 


